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ABSTRACT
The overlap approach to chiral gauge theories on arbitrary -D-dimensional lattices
is studied. The doubling problem and its relation to chiral anomalies for D = 2 and
4 is examined. In each case it is shown that the doublers can be eliminated and the
well known perturbative results for chiral anomalies can be recovered. We also consider
the multi-flavour case and give the general criteria for the construction of anomaly free
chiral gauge theories on arbitrary lattices. We calculate the second order terms in a
continuum approximation to the overlap formula in D dimensions and show that they
coincide with the bilinear part of the effective action of D-dimensional Weyl fermions
coupled to a background gauge field. Finally, using the same formalism we reproduce the
correct Lorentz, diffeomorphism and gauge anomalies in the coupling of a Weyl fermion
to 2-dimensional gravitational and Maxwell fields.
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Introduction

A problem of long standing in particle physics has been to invent a lattice regularization
scheme for chiral fermions. A solution would be desirable because it could be employed
in conjunction with the well developed methods of lattice gauge theory to study nonperturbative phenomena such as chiral symmetry breaking in the standard model. Some
progress seems to have been made recently. Narayanan and Neuberger [1], influenced by
earlier work of Kaplan [2] and others [3], have constructed a lattice representation for the
vacuum amplitude of chiral fermions coupled to a background gauge field that seems to
meet all the physical requirements. In particular, it has been shown that in the continuum
framework it carries the expected chiral anomalies in two [4] and four [5] dimensions. A
lattice analysis of the 2-dimensional chiral Schwinger model has also been performed [6].
Whether this representation will turn out to be useful for numerical studies is a separate
question.
The proposal of Narayanan and Neuberger is to embed the .D-dimensional Euclidean
chiral theory in a D + 1-dimensional auxiliary system involving twice as many fields.
For example, each 2-component Weyl spinor in 4 dimensions is represented by a 4 component Dirac spinor in 4 + 1-dimensions. The embedding theory involves a mass
parameter, A, which is eventually taken to infinity in such a way that all the physically
irrelevant auxiliary states are projected out. The surviving states, zero modes, so to speak,
of the embedding theory, represent chiral fermions in D-dimensions.

The mechanism is

somewhat obscure, to us at least, but it seems to work. It may prove useful and, therefore,
we believe that it deserves to be better understood. Our aim in this paper is to describe
the mechanism as we understand it and to present some calculations that we hope will
clarify its function.
By way of historical introduction we begin with a brief description of the chirality
problem for fermions on a lattice. In 4-dimensional Euclidean spacetime the Green's
function for a 2~component Weyl spinor is given, in the continuum, by

=

iki + k - a

(1.1)

where the momenta, k^, take values on the Euclidean 4 plane. Physical states are associated with poles at £4 = ±ijA;|. To put this on a lattice one must replace k^ by a vector
function C^k) defined over a torus. In effect, the momenta must be viewed as angular
variables, k^ ~ k^ + 2ir/a where a represents the lattice spacing. Physically meaningful
states must have k^a <§; 1 and the Green's function should reduce to (1-1) near k^a = 0,
i.e. C^k) ~ kp.
There is a topological theorem due to Poincare and Hopf [7] according to which the
zeroes of a vector function on a torus do not occur singly. The occurrence of zeroes is
conditioned by the requirement

mrr0

<">

where d e t C = detlll/(dCfJ,/dk1,), evaluated at CM = 0. Since physics requires C^(0) = 0,
the theorem indicates at least one more zero at some finite value of fcM. The Green's
function, (C^fA;)^)" 1 , therefore has additional poles corresponding to additional massless
fermions. This is the origin of the problem [8].
To eliminate the unwanted states one might consider the modified Green's function
G ^ ) - 1 = C M (&K + B(A;)

(1.3)

where the scalar function, B(k), is chosen to vanish at k = 0 but nowhere else on the
torus. For example, if B(k) ~ rk2 then (1.3) would approximate (1.1) near k = 0 but there
would be no other light fermions. Unfortunately, this is not an acceptable solution. It
leads indirectly to the violation of Lorentz invariance in the low energy sector of the theory.
Loop effects in theories with interactions give contributions involving integrals over the
torus and these are, of course, quite generally not Lorentz invariant. However, Lorentz
invariance (or 50(4) in the Euclidean version) is recovered, approximately, in the low
3

energy sector if the lattice theory possesses a sufficiently strong discrete symmetry. One
of the 4-dimensional hypercubic crystal structures is generally adequate for this purpose.
To recover ehirality in the low energy sector it is further necessary that the crystal group
itself admits chiral spinor representations (an example of this is the F4 weight lattice whose
Weyl group has such 2-component spinor representations [9]). The scalar term, B(k), in
(1.3) is not allowed by this kind of crystal symmetry. With 2-component fermions there
is nothing else to be done, the problem is insoluble.
The approach of Narayanan and Neuberger uses 4-cornponent fermions. Each Weyl
spinor is paired with an auxiliary spinor of opposite ehirality. Instead of working directly in
4-dimensional Euclidean spacetime they consider, following Kaplan, an auxiliary quantum
mechanics problem in 4 + 1-dimensions. They define two Hamiltonians,

H± = fd'x V^)* 75(7^ d, ± |A|)V(x)
where 7M and 75 are hermitian Dirac matrices and A is an auxiliary parameter.

(1.4)
The

Schrodinger picture fields (from the 4 + 1-dimensional point of view) satisfy appropriate
anticommutation rules,

etc. The eigenvalue spectra of H+ and ff_ are identical but their eigenstates are not. In
particular, there are two distinct Dirac vacuum states, |+) and j—), whose overlap, (+| —),
becomes an interesting quantity. Specifically, if the fermions are coupled to an external
gauge potential in the usual way,

then the overlap becomes a functional of A,

{A+\A-)

= <+i-)e- r(A}

(1.5)

This functional will be interpreted, in the limit |A| —• 00, as the vacuum amplitude for a
chiral fermion. Symbolically,

in det l1^5

tf

- i 4)1 = - lim T(A)

(1.6)

Is this a sensible interpretation? The answer is not yet clear. At present all we can
do is try to compute F(A) and verify that it has the features to be expected of a chiral
vacuum amplitude, including the anomaly.
Some plausibility is found, we believe, by defining an appropriate free fermion Green's
function,

where ^ = ^^75. In the limit this gives [5]

Jim GA(fc) = i ± ^
|A(-+oo

I

(1.7)

If

which is encouraging. It suggests that the positive chirality components of the rescaled
field |A|"^ 2 ip{x) generate massless fermions while the negative chirality components do
not. Further plausibility is added by perturbative computation ofT, assuming A^ to be
weak. In Sec.5 we examine the terms of second order and show that the expected structure
emerges. In Sec.4 we compute chiral anomalies in the 2- and 4-dimensional cases.
Most of our computations are of course expressed in the lattice regularized version
of the theory since that is the real motivation for this work. The 1-body Hamiltonians,
H± = lb{i$ ± |A|), are replaced by
H±{k) = 75 [i I1" C^k) + (B(k) ± |A|)TC]

(1.8)

where Tc is a diagonal matrix with NL eigenvalues - 1 , and NR eigenvalues +1. It commutes with the Dirac matrices and serves to label the chiral flavours. The Hamiltonians
(1.8) are invariant with respect to the global group U(NL) x U(NR). (The breaking of
this symmetry by a mass term is considered in Sec.2.)
It should be emphasized at this point that A has nothing to do with ultraviolet regularization. The lattice takes care of that problem. Scales are generally in the relation
k < A <s; a
where A; is a typical external momentum and a is the lattice spacing. While A goes to
infinity relative to k, it goes to zero relative to the lattice scale I/a. We shall for the most

part use a natural system of units with a = 1 in this paper. In these units A goes to zero
but k/A is understood always to be small. In particular, the chiral anomaly, which shows
up as a relative phase in the gauge transformation of the ground states \A+) and \A—},
will be computed as the discontinuity at A = 0 of the angle functional. Of course, it is
also possible to obtain the anomaly by setting a = 0, ignoring the ultraviolet divergences,
keeping k finite and letting A go infinity. This procedure while not very satisfying from a
mathematical point of view, is much simpler to apply. It will be used for the evaluation
of the bilinear terms in Sec.5 and the 2-dimensional gravitational anomalies in Sec.6.
Throughout this paper the lattice, i.e. its geometry and for the most part its dimensionality will be arbitrary. Our Hamiltonians (1.8) are restricted only by the crystal
symmetry of the lattice. In particular no further assumptions are made about the nature
of couplings, i.e. nearest neighbour next nearest, etc.
In this paper we have exclusively concentrated on a particular approach to the problem
of chiral fermions on the lattice. We should, however, emphasize that there are other
interesting studies of this difficult problem in the literature [10].
The plan of this paper is as follows. Sec.2 treats the kinematics of free fermions, Green
functions and chiral symmetry breaking on the lattice. Sec.3 introduces the coupling of
lattice fermions to slowly varying weak external gauge fields and some perturbative formulae are derived. Sec.4 is devoted to the chiral anomalies. The cases of 2 and 4 dimensional
lattices are discussed in detail. In this section the criteria for the cancellation of anomalies on an arbitrary 4-dimensional lattice are derived. In Sec.5 we calculate the bilinear
part of the overlap amplitude in a continuum approximation and show that it coincides
with the second order terms of the effective action of D^dimensional Weyl fermions coupled to an external gauge field. In Sec.6 we apply the continuum version of the overlap
formalism to the computation of the Lorentz, diffeomorphism and Maxwell anomalies in
the coupling of the Weyl fermions to 2-dimensional gravitational and electromagnetic
fields. Some technical details of analysis of the relation between the doublers and chiral
anomalies have been relegated to an appendix.

2

Free fermions

As described above the idea is to represent chiral fermions in £>--dimensional Euclidean
spacetime in terms of Dirac fermions in a D +1-dimensional Minkowskian space. We shall
deal mainly with arbitrary D but, for simplicity, some of the features will be illustrated
in D = 2 and 4. To each chiral spinor in .D-dimensions is associated a Dirac spinor in
D + 1-dimensions. The number of field components is doubled. Moreover, in the D + 1dimensional "parent" theory the fields depend on the extra unphysical coordinate and
the number of degrees of freedom is thereby enlarged. To make a precise association of
D + 1-dimensional fields with D-dimensional degrees of freedom a regulator mass, A, is
introduced in the parent Hamiltonian and a prescription is found for scaling the fields
and taking the limit p/A —»• 0 that projects onto chiral states with 4-momentum pM.
Although the required prescription could be formulated in continuum field theory we
shall deal with fermions on a lattice since this is the real motivation behind this formalism.
In the lattice formulation fermionic variables are associated with the sites of an integer
lattice in D dimensions, ip = tp(n),n G ZD. The fields have 2D/2 components and they
satisfy the usual anticommutation rules,

)*}

= 0

(2.1)

where ipa(n)* denotes the hermitian conjugate of ipa(n). The Fock vacuum is defined by
iPa(n)\0} = 0

(2.2)

The free Hamiltonian is bilinear in tp and tp*,

where the 1-body Hamiltonian, H(n — m), is a matrix in Dirac space. Translation invariance is assumed. The Fourier transform of the 1-body Hamiltonian is given by

H(k) = J2 H{n) e~lkn

(2.4)

where kn = fcM nM and the sum ranges over all sites of the integer lattice. Conversely,

ifcn

(2.5)

;

where Q denotes the number of sites on the lattice a n d t h e latter expression corresponds
t o t h e limit fi —> oo. If Q, is finite then the sum over k^ contains f) terms. W h e n SI goes
t o infinity t h e resulting integral ranges over a cell of volume (2ir)D.

Since H{k) is periodic

it is defined, in effect, on a torus. T h e m o m e n t a range from — n t o n or, equivalently, over
a suitably constructed Brillouin zone.
In addition to translation invariance it is necessary in practice to assume a crystal
symmetry. Although it may not be the most general structure allowed by t h e symmetry,
we shall adopt t h e form

H{k) = 75(V C^k) + B(k) + A)

(2.6)

where 7M and 75 are hermitian Dirac matrices.
{7", 7"} -

2gT

{7^,75} =

0

ll

1

=

(2-7)

The metric tensor g11" is an invariant tensor in the sense that g^ n*1 m" is invariant with
respect to the point group of the lattice. The coefficients, CM(fc), B(k) and A are real l.
In the natural units employed here, the lattice spacing is equal to unity and the
momentum components are angular variables. In these units the physically interesting
momenta are concentrated around k — 0. The crystal symmetry forces the vector C^ to
vanish at the origin and it can be normalized such that

'For example, a simple cubic lattice with nearest neighbour couplings would have
{k) =sin/c,j and B{k) =

near k = 0. By separating out the constant A we may assume
B(k) ^ rk2 + ...

(2.8b)

where k2 = g^ k^ kv and r is a constant. The SO(D) invariant structure (2.8) around
k = 0 is ensured by imposing a sufficiently potent crystal symmetry.
The constant A will play an auxiliary role in projecting out the zero modes. It will
be taken to be large compared to the typical momentum k^, but small relative to the
ultraviolet cutoff,
k^ < |A| < 1

(2.9)

The sign of A is significant and in the following we shall often indicate it explicitly, for
example by writing
H±(k) = 75(*7" C^k) + B(k) ± |A|)

(2.10)

To discuss the Hilbert space of the D + 1-dimensional theory it is useful to define
creation and annihilation operators for the free fermions and their antiparticles by making
a plane wave expansion in the Schrodinger picture,

Mn) = A E (M fc * ff) «±(fc> <r) + <4(Ar, a) v±(k, a)) eikn

(2.11)

where u± and v± denote the positive and negative energy eigenspinors of the two Hamiltonians (2.10),
H±(k) u±(k, a) — u±(k) u±(k, a),

H±(k) v±(k, a) — —u>± v±(k, a)

where
(B(k) ± \\\f

(2.12)

Since H+ and H- are hermitian matrices the two sets (u+,v+) and (ii_,i?_) are orthonormal and complete. A convenient choice is given by
io± +
u±{k,o) =

B±\A\-i<p
, ,x

^/2UJ±(UJ± +

x

^

B±\A\)

"±-BT|AJ+txW

(2.13)

where 75^(cr) = xia)>

xHa)xW)

= <W't

an

d the spin lable, a, takes the values

1, 2 , . . . , 2 2""1. It is straightforward to find the relation between the two sets of eigenspinors,
ii-(k,a)

=

cos/5 u+(k,u) — sin/3 v+(k,a)

v^(k,a)

=

sin fj u+(k, a) + cosp v+(k, a)

(2.14)

where the angle p(k) is given by
sin p(k)

).-B

=

-

B-

\
B

cos P{k) =

\
(2.15)

This angle lies between — | and f. It is independent of cr.
The anticoramutors of b+,d+ and their hermitian conjugates take the usual form. The
only non-vanishing ones are

Likewise for &_, rf_. The two sets are related by a Bogoliubov transformation,
b-(k,a)

~

dL(k,<7) =

cos/3 b+(k,a)—sinP

d\_(k,a)

sin p b+(k, a) + cosp dlr(k, a)

(2.16)

so that, for example,
=

Qcosp 6kk, ba
1

6kk. baa.

(2.17)

The Fock vacuum, |0), is annihilated by b± and d±. By filling the negative energy
states one defines two Dirac vacua,

|±)=

d±(k,a)\0)
10

(2.18)

These vacuum states are annihilated by d±(k,a), respectively. They are normalized and
their overlap is given by
<+!-> = n(cos/?(A:)r

(2.19)

where v = 2~5"~1 is the number of spin states. Zeroes of the overlap, due to the vanishing
of one or more of the factors cos/3(fc), will be interpreted as a signal that fermion zeromodes are present and these will be associated with physical states of .D-dimensional
chiral theory. To make this concrete we construct a 2-point Green's function.
The fermion Green's function is defined by the ratio
-'

(2.20)

It can be evaluated by substituting the plane wave expansions (2.11), using the commutation rules and the vacuum conditions, d-\—) = 0 =

-u Y.
k
where, to obtain G(k), one needs the matrix element
=

U 6kkkk' <W cos/?

=

O Skk'

$O<T<

(+\bt(k',a')b+(k,a)\~)

c o s /3 H

\

cos.

Hence,

The polarization sum could be expressed in terms of CM, B and |A| using the explicit
formulae (2.13) but the result is not very informative. Instead we shall explore the vicinity
offc= 0. From (2.8) and (2.12) we have

11

for k < |A| < 1. It follows from (2.13) and (2.15) that
cos(3 ~

W— (1 + ...)

which can be substituted into (2.21) to give

\A\l-±^f2+...

(2.22)

The vanishing of cos 0 at k = 0 is thereby seen to mimic the contribution of a massless
fermion with chirality, 75 = + 1 . To normalize this contribution it would be necessary to
scale the fields, tp(n) —• |A|~1//2 ip(n).
One may ask whether there are any other points on the momentum torus where cos 0
vanishes. This is the famous doubling problem for chiral fermions on a lattice. Since, for
real k^ the square roots in the expression (2.15) are non-negative, they must both vanish
if cos 0 is to vanish. This implies
u+ = S + | A j |

and w_ = B -

or, according to (2.12), CM = 0. However, this is not sufficient. It is also necessary that
B + |A| and B — |A| should have opposite signs. Necessary and sufficient conditions for
the vanishing of cos 0 are
C^k) = 0 and

B{k)2 < A2

(2.23)

These conditions are satisfied at k = 0. To avoid the unwelcome doubling of massless
fermions they must be violated for k ^ 0. According to the Poincare-Hopf theorem there
are other points on the momentum torus where CM = 0. However, if B2 > A2 at these
points then cos/3 will not vanish. Hence, to exclude the unwanted states one has only to
choose a function B(k) that vanishes at k = 0 but nowhere else, and take |A[ sufficiently
small. If this is done then the infrared structure of the theory will be strictly confined to
the neighborhood of k = 0.
12

Up to this point we have been considering a single Dirac fermion, tpQ(n), on the lattice.
Generalization is straightforward. Replace the Hamiltonians (2.10) by the matrices

H±(kyj = 75 {i-fC^k) & + (B(k) ± |A|) T?}

(2.24)

where the (flavour) indices i, j run from 1 to NL + NR and Tc is a diagonal matrix with
NL entries —1 and NR entries + 1 . Define the Dirac vacua and the Green's function
exactly as before. Most of the above formulae can be adapted by making the replacement
B ± |A| —• (B ± |A|)TC and it is understood that the spinors x{°) n o w carry a flavour
index and they are required to satisfy
75 Tc X(a) = x(ff)

(2-25)

Equations (2.13) are replaced by
u±{k,a)

=

;

x(g)

^2UJ±{U)±-BT\^\)

and, near k = 0, (2.22) is replaced by

G(k) c |A| i ± ^ | Tc

(2.27)

The pole at k2 = 0 now corresponds to a massless fermion with chirality 75 Tc = 1. The
peculiar factor, Tc, on the right of (2.27) can be removed if we define the adjoint field
4>{n) = ^(n) f 75

(2.28)

This is appropriate because 75 plays a role in the 4 + 1-dimensional theory analogous to
7o in 3 + 1-dimensional theory. With this definition the result (2.27) would be replaced
by the form appropriate to chiral fermions in Euclidean spacetime,

G(k)j, ~ |A| 1 ± ^ £ 1
near k = 0. The left (right) flavours are distinguished by Tc = -1(+1).
13

(2.29)

Up to this point we have described a system that represents massless chiral fermions in
.D-dimensional spacetime with a global chiral symmetry U{NL) x U(NR). To complete this
section we consider the breaking of chiral symmetry by mass terms. We can suppose that
the symmetry breaking is spontaneous, i.e. represent the mass by the expectation value
of a Higgs field, although we shall not discuss the Higgs dynamics. Let the Hamiltonian
(2.3) be modified by the addition of a Yukawa term.
9 ^ H f 75 <t>(n) </>(n)

£

(2.30)

n

where 4>{n) belongs to the representation

i.e. an

(NL, NR)®(NL,NR),

NL + NR

hermitian

matrix with zeroes in the NL X NL and NR x NR blocks. Suppose it acquires a constant
vacuum expectation value
</<0(n))=m

(2.31)

The 1-body Hamiltonian (2.24) is thereby modified to read
ff(fc) = 7 5 (i# + m ) ± | A | 7 5 T c + . . .

(2.32)

near k = 0. We take m <C |A| and assume that B{k) has been chosen to eliminate any
other light fermions. Our aim is to compute the Green's function near k = 0 by expanding
in powers of kf A and m/A, treating k and m as comparable.

For this perturbative

calculation it is convenient to introduce a new set of eigenspinors in place of (2.13).
Write (2.32) as the sum of zero and first order terms
H±(k)

= H0± + V{k)

Ho± =
V(k)

±|A| 7 5 T C

= 7 5 ( ^ + m)

(2.33)

Note that Ho± anticommutes with V(k) because 75 anticommutes with ft and Tc anticommutes with m. Define the zeroth order eigenspinors Xii*7)
75 Tc x±(<r) = ±x±(a)

14

suc

h that
(2.34)

where a represents spin and flavour. It is easy to verify that, to first order in V/|A|,
u±(k,a)

1
2|A|

=

where u± correspond to the eigenvalue |A| of H± and v± correspond to — |A|. The various
overlaps are

v\_(k,a) u-(k,cr')

= 6a(r> + .. .

v\.(k,<r)v-(k,o>)

= -~xU°)V(k)X+(v')

+ .-.

(2-36)

where the dots represent terms of second order.
To compute the Green's function one needs the matrix element
k>,a')\-)
r

,,Utn\,
(ka>\
= U bkk> u+{k, a) u_(k, o )

_(,',,-)

(2.37)

To evaluate the latter term use the commutation rules,

where

Kat, = v\(k, a) v_(k,a!) = ~

XH°)

V{k)

X+W)

+

One obtains a ratio of determinants that expresses the inverse of K,

•••

15

(2-38)

where the dots indicate terms of zeroth order. Using this result together with the formulae
(2.36) one finds the leading term in (2.37),

.oi-) _n lw

|A| xlM

The Green's function follows immediately [5]
=

n 1^
11

U

+(M)

7 ^

*,<?>

uL(k,a)

\+\-)

The chiral symmetry breaking mass matrix, anticommuting with Tc, connects left and
right components as it should.

3

Yang—Mills coupling

The Hamiltonians H± discussed in Sec.2, for NL + NR Dirac fermions on the lattice,
are invariant with respect to global U(Ni) x U(NR).

This can be extended to local

transformations by introducing Yang-Mills fields. To couple an external gauge field we
adopt a lattice version of the standard minimal prescription. Define
H±(A) = J2 ^(n) f H±(n - m) U(n, m) ip{m)

(3.1)

where H±(n — m) is the free 1-body Hamiltonian defined as the Fourier transform of
H±(k) = di-fC^k)

+ (B(k) ± \A\)TC\

(3.2)

and U(n,TO)is a unitary matrix in flavour space that commutes with the chirality matrix,
Tc, The matrix E/(n, m) is a functional of the external gauge field, A^x) which we assume
to be smooth. It is defined by the path-ordered integral,
U(n,m) = T (exp i /"" A\

= r(exp i £ dt e(t) AM*)))

(3-3)

" + (l-t)m"

(3.4)

16

The path is a straight line joining the lattice sites n and m. In the following we shall
always assume that A^x) is weak and slowly varying. The aim is to compute perturbative
corrections to the vacuum amplitude (+|—).
Under local transformations,
A^x)

-> A%x) = e^x) (A^x) + id^e'^

(3.5)

where 9{x) belongs to the algebra of U(NL) x U(NR), the matrices U transform according
to
U(n, m) -> Ue(n, m) = ei8(n) U(n, m) e ^ ( m )

(3.6)

It follows that the Hamiltonian (3.1) transforms according to

H±(A°) = Y, ^( n ) f H±(n-m)
=

ew{n) U(n,m) e~ie{m) ij){m)

UeH±{A)Uel

(3.7)

where U$ is a unitary operator that acts on the fermions,

( )

^

e

(3.8)

It can be expressed in terms of these fields,

U9 = exp (i £ V(«)f 0{n) ^(n))

(3.9)

The perturbed vacuum states \A±) are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem

H±{A)\A±)

=\A±) E±(A)

(3.10)

or, writing H±(A) = H±{0) + V and E±{A) = E±{0) + AE±,
(E±(0) - H±(0))\A±)

=(V-AE±)\A±)

This can be expressed as an integral equation,
\A±) =\±)a±{A) + G±(V-AE±)\A±)
17

(3.11)

where |±) denotes the Dirac vacua of Sec.2 and

G -

i-l

(

E±(Q)-H±(Q)

The vacuum energy shifts AE± are determined by the consistency requirement,
0 = (±\(V ~ AE±)\A±)

(3.13)

The Dirac vacua |±) are non-degenerate ground states of the free Hamiltonians H±(Q)
and, in perturbation theory at least, the interacting ground states |J4±) must also be
non-degenerate. They are expressed formally as solutions of (3.11),
\A±) = a±{A) [1 - G±(V - AE±)]~l |±)
where the numerical factors a± =

(±|J4±)

(3.14)

are determined up to a phase by the nor-

malization condition {A ± \A±) = 1. To fix the phase we choose a± to be real and
positive.
In order to see to what extent the amplitude {A + \A—) resembles the vacuum amplitude for chiral fermions coupled to a weak external gauge potential we shall calculate it in
a continuum approximation to second order in Sec.5. This is already a fairly cumbersome
exercise and, although one could extend it to higher orders, one could not expect to learn
much from it (except for possible anomalies to be considered in Sec.4).
Various matrix elements of the perturbation V are needed. In particular,
d+(2) 6 + (l) ^i+>
1) tp(n)^ H(n —m)(U(n,m) — l)ip(m)\+)
4-(l) H{n-m){U{n,m)

- l)u + (2)

(3.15)

where
U(n,m) = 1 +

dt2 C^) ?{t2) TiA.m)

18

M£fo))) + ...

(3.16)

To simplify the calculations we consider the infinite volume limit where the momenta are
continuous variables and

The integral extends over a Brillouin zone of volume {2TV)D. The external field is smooth
and slowly varying so that

where the integrand is concentrated around k = 0. With these assumptions the first order
contribution reduces to

= - £ fldtu\{\) H+((l-t)kl+tk2-2nnty11n

"

- k'i + 2 ? m ) «+(2)

(3.17)

where the lattice sum is needed to ensure periodicity in k\ and k2, and H{p)'ti = dH(p)/dpti.
Since A is concentrated at the origin only one term from this sum will contribute for given
values of k\ and &2. Also, since kx — k2 + 2nn is small it is practical to expand H in powers
of t and integrate this parameter. One may also express (3.17) in the form

• f dt uUl) HJki - tpY Ta v+{2)
Jo

(3.18)

where the matrices Ta provide a basis for the algebra and ^ denotes the periodic delta
function,
<W&2 - fci + p) = Yl ^(fc2 - fci + V
In the same notation the second order contribution is given by
S2V
l

T) D 62il(k2 -k,+Pl+

p2) C dh dt2 ul(l) Hikx - tlPl Jo

{0(h - h) TaT0 + 6(t2 - h)TpTa} v+(2)
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(3.19)

Again the integrals over i2 and t2 can be evaluated by expanding in powers of the small
momenta pi and p2Other 2-particle matrix elements of V are obtained from the expressions (3.18) and
(3.19) by using the appropriate eigenspinors in place of u+(l) and v+(2). For example, the
matrix element (1 + |V|2+) involves the replacement v+(2) —>• u+(2), whereas {2 + |V|l+}
requires if+(l) —+ —f+(l), etc. In these particular examples, however, if A4 = k2 there
will be a vacuum contribution,
f dk\D

f_ I

—

y

vUk) H(kY TQ v+(k)

(3.20)

,
J + > = (2n) 82«(Pi + P2) dtx
r)s2/>/
6Ai{p2)
Jo
JBZ

\2nJ

V
i;+(A:)

(3.21)

The first order term (3.20) vanishes if the crystal symmetry is large enough and we shall
assume this is the case.

4

Chiral anomalies

The computation of perturbative corrections to the ground states was considered in Sec. 3.
Here we wish to examine the response of these states to a gauge transformation.
Gauge transformations are implemented by the unitary operators, U$, defined by (3.9).
Acting on the Hamiltonians (3.1) they give
Ue H±{A) Ui1 = H±(Ae)

(4.1)

where Ae is given by (3.5). Since the perturbative ground state is not degenerate we must
have
Ue\A±) = \Ae±) e '*±(^)

(4.2)

where <J>± is real. The ground state energies, E±(A), must be invariant. The functionals
$± satisfy a composition rule that reflects the group property,
e tf?1 el°2 = e10"
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(4.3)

Applying the operators Uel and UB2 successively to the states \A±), using (4.2), one finds
*±(0i2, A) = $±{6UA°*) + <&±<02, A)

(4.4)

which must hold identically in 0l5 #2 and A when 012 is expressed in terms of #i and 92.
For infinitesimal (?i and #2 (4.3) gives

or, using a basis of hermitian matrices to write 9 = 0a Ta,

± l
where c^

a

+ ...

(4.5)

is a structure constant. This formula is accurate up to second order. Substi-

tuting the expansion,

$(6,A) = J d x 9a{x) $a{x\A) + \ j d x dx1 da{x) O^x') $ap{x,x'\A)

+ ...

into the composition rule (4.4) one finds, in second order,

fx1, x\A)) = - V ;

i

(4.6)
where VM denotes the covariant derivative (A6^ = A^ + Vft9 + . . . ) .
The ground state overlap [A + \A—) may not be gauge invariant. According to (4,2)
it satisfies

{A6 + \A0-)

= {A + \A~) el9{e'A)

(4.7)

where g(8,A) = $+(0, .A) — $_(#, A) may not vanish. This is how the chiral anomaly is
expressed in the overlap formulation. From the composition formulae (4.6) it follows, in
particular, that the first order part of g(d, A) must satisfy the equations
y^

S g0(x'\A) _ y , 6 ga(x\A)

=

^

_^

7

A)

(4g)

which will be recognized as the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions. The functional
ga(x\A) should therefore be interpreted as the so-called "consistent" anomaly [11].
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To compute the angle *&+ it is sufficient to consider one component of the defining
equation (4.2),

For infinitesimal 9 this gives, using (3.9),
A)

= V {+i^(^)t *(n) rl>(n)\A+)
(+14+)
(4-9)

Since

(+|J4+)

= a+(A) is defined to be real and positive the second term here is pure

imaginary. It makes no contribution to the real angle, <&+. Hence, the first order part of
$ + is given by

* + ( M ) = Re £

<+\HnVW««)\A+)

= Re £ (+WW1 «(n) *(n) (1 - G+(^ - AB+))"11+>

(4.10)

on substituting the perturbation series (3.14). A similar expression gives $-(<?, A).
There is no reason to expect the quantity g = 3>+ — <J>_ to vanish in general. The
Hamiltonians H±(k) depend on the auxiliary parameter A through the combinations,
B(k) ± |A|, respectively. There is no symmetry operator that relates them. However, it
must be kept in mind that A is not an ultraviolet regulator. In the natural units we are
using, it is a small number. The physically significant features of the system are to be
looked for in the infra-red sector,
\k\ « |A| < 1
Amplitudes should be expanded in powers of k and the coefficients should then be evaluated at A — 0. Singularities here correspond to ultraviolet divergences and must be
compensated in the usual way by counterterms. The chiral anomaly, if it is present, will
appear as a discontinuity in the angle $ at A = 0. To illustrate the mechanism we consider firstly the 2-dimensional case, where the anomaly should come in the second order
part of the overlap (A + \A—) or, equivalently, in the first order part of <&+ — <E>_. The
4-dimensional case will be considered below.
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The first order contributions to $± are easy to evaluate using the matrix elements
(3.18),
N f B{n) V'(n) G+ V™\+) + c.c.

\

(

)

^ j

^ u+(i

r

Oa(-P) F!t(p) A°(p)

(4.11)

where F+(p) = F£(— p)* is given by the loop integral,

(

|

)

(

(

)

)

(

)

)

(4.12)

The Hamiltonians,
/f±(fc) = 75 i-f Cu{k) + (B(k) ± |A|) 75 Tc
commute with the generators Ta. The matrices C/±, V± project onto positive and negative
energy eigenstates of H±,
U±(k) =

where u± = ^C2 + {B ± |A|)2. Since t/+VV = 0 it is clear that (4.12) vanishes at p = 0
The first derivative reduces to the simple form
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The trace over 2 x 2 Dirac matrices gives, for each flavour,

tr ([fl>, H'V]H±)

= At ea& Ca •" Op •" (B ± |A|)TC - 4* ea& (Ca •" B-" - C a •" B
± |A|) d e t C - C Q 'Q B^ Cp + Ca '0 B'a Cp}

(4.14)

A discontinuity at A = 0, i.e. F+" ^ F^'1', can arise in (4.13) from infra-red singularities,
points where u?±(k) = 0 at A = 0. One such point is the origin since C^ffc) ~ k^ and
A;2 near /c = 0. In general one must sum the contributions from all points where
= B = 0. The contribution of one such point is evaluated in the Appendix,

(0) - F^(0) = 1 , ^ Tc 4
47T

^

det i

(4.15)

If B(p) was set equal to zero everywhere then there would be a contribution from
every zero of C^k), the total for each flavour would then contain the factor
^

det C

The vanishing of this sum is a consequence of the toroidal topology of momentum space
(Poincare-Hopf theorem). If B(p) = 0 then there is no anomaly. On the other hand if
B(p) vanishes only at p = 0, there can be an anomaly, viz.
= -lOTT

ldxsrtT{Tce{x)Flu/{x))

(4.16)

J

We repeat this calculation for the 4-dimensional case. Now we assume that B(k) has
been chosen to eliminate any unwanted states, its only zero being at k = 0. The anomaly
should appear in the second order part of <E>+ — <£>_. A straightforward application of the
formulae developed in Sec.3 gives

+ ]{0,A)

= Re J2 <+lV'Ht 6(n) ^{n) (G+V(2)

1,2

(S)
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where, in the limit Q, —»• oo, the kernel R^

is given by the 1-loop integral,

)

(
-tr(U + {k) H{k -tp-

t'q)'"" V+{k-p-

1

f

dt' •

q){6(t - t')TaTp + 6{t' -

{
•V+(k - p u>+{k - p)

tT\U+{k) H{k-tp)'»V+{k-p)

q)TaT^

H(k-p-t'q)'u

•V+(k - p -

(4.18)
The analogous formulae for <i>_ are obtained by replacing A with —A wherever it occurs.
Instead of examining every term in the somewhat daunting expression (4.18) we shall
assume that the discontinuity at A = 0 is confined to components that contain the antisymmetric tensor, g*-^. These parts are relatively easy to pick out. Notice, firstly,
that the trace involving H'**" makes no contribution since it has too few 7 matrices. The
second and third terms in (4.18) make similax contributions involving the Dirac trace
i tr (H{k) H(k - tp)'" H{k -p)H(k-p-

-CK(k) B(k - tp)'" Cx(k ~p)C,{k-p-

t'q)'u H{k-p-

t'qY CT(k-p-q)

+CK{k) Cx(k ~ tp)'" ^B(k - p) + A) Ca{k-p-CK(k) Cx{k - tp)'" Co{k -p)B{k-p+CK{k) Cx(k - tp)'" Ca(k - p) CT(k -p-

q)) =

+

t'q)'" Cr(k -p-q)

t'qY CT{k -p-q)

-

+

t'qY (B(fc - p - q) + A)

(4.19)

plus terms not containing E. NOW expand. Since A(p), A(q) are concentrated around the
origin it is feasible to treat p and q as small variables. Moreover, since we are looking
for the discontinuity at A = 0 which is caused by the infra-red singularity at k = 0, we
can assume that the small A behaviour is dominated by the neighbourhood of k = 0.
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Expanding (4.19) in powers of p, q and k we need to retain only the terms of second order,

%A6Z

(k-p-q)T

= 4 A s^XT px qT

The relevant part of (4.18) therefore reduces to

24TT2

^XT

t{TTaT^)

(4.20)

tr (Tc c»A ^ ( z ) 5 r ^ ^(a:))

(4.21)

near A = 0. The anomaly is given by
* • - • •

=

-

to second order. Presumably the full non-Abelian structure is enforced by the consistency
equations (4.8).
To construct anomaly-free models it is necessary to combine chiral multiplets in a
suitable way. In effect this means choose a chirality matrix, Tc, that commutes with 0(x)
and satisfies
£Ktl\* tr(T c 9(x) dK A^ dx Av) = 0
For example for one family of quarks and leptons in the standard

SU{2)L

X U(l)y

model

choose Tl*v == diag{\, 1, - 1 ) and T?uaTk = diag(l, 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) for each colour.

5

The bilinear part of {A + |A-)

In the foregoing section it was proven that the lattice effective action Y(A) = ~ln{A+\A—)
exhibits the correct anomalous behaviour under local gauge transformations.
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In this

section we would like to show the plausibility of (1.5), in any number of dimensions, up
to the second order terms in A.
For slowly varying weak background gauge fields we shall approximate the lattice
formulation of the last three sections with a continuum theory described by the set of
equations (1.4) to (1.6). The starting point will be the continuum Hamiltonians

H± = j'dDx tf{x) -ysL^-i

All)±\\\\

i>{x)

(5.1)

where A^ is the Lie algebra valued vector potential.
To evaluate T(A) — —in (A + \A—} up to second order terms in A we use the perturbative solution (3.14). It is not hard to show that for finite values of |A| we have the
following non-vanishing contributions
{A

I^}

= l-\(+\VG(2+V\+)-±{-\VGflV\-) +
{+\VG+VG+\-}
+

(+\VG+G-V\~)
+

(+\G-VG-V\-)
+

)

+

->(

}

where G± are defined by (3.12) and

V = jdDx tf(x) i 4(x) 7s ii>(x)

(5.3)

Each term appearing in (5.2) can be expressed in terms of matrix elements of V in which
up to 4-particle states can contribute. For example

and
(+\VG+VG+\-)

l_
1

(+jV|12+)(12+ |V|3456+)<3456+ I-)

etc. The notation used here is identical to that of Sec.3. In particular the labels 1 , 2 , . . . ,
stand for momentum, spin and flavour.
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Expressing V and the states in terms of Fock space operators one can calculate all the
necessary matrix elements. Here we give one of them as an example
(12 + |K|34+)

= U <524 u\.(l) i 4{ki - k3) 75 M+(3)
—Q 612 v+(4) i 4(^4 — k-i) 75 v+(2)

(5-5)

where

aw
u±(k,X)

qj(fc)+75(i#±|A|) m
= .
x\A)
^2{k) (*(*) ± |A|)
=

, _ ,
(5.6a)

.(fc)^M|Al)
^fc) M*) T |A|)

and u(k) =
Using these equations we can put equations such as (5.4) into the form
2

J_ „

tr(i 4(k2 - fc1)75{/+(fc1)i 4(^! - fc2)75 V+( 2 ))

where

Every term in (5.2) can be rewritten in a form similar to (5.7). These expressions of course
in general suffer from ultraviolet divergences. It would be more desirable to carry out these
calculations on the lattice regularized version of the overlap. We shall come back to this
problem in the future but, for now we give only the more brief and intuitive continuum
version. For the time being let us assume that the continuum theory is regularized in
some way and examine the |A| —• 00 limit of expressions like (5.7). It is not hard to see
that in this limit (5.7) vanishes. In fact the only non-vanishing contribution to (5.2),
in the limit of |A| —* 00, originate from the last three terms of this equation. It can be
shown that as |A| —• 00, the overlap given by (5.2) reduces to

where

n - f d°k

V7"

2
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1V
(k
(k- PPyy 1V

2

k?

The numerical coefficients in the second term on the right-hand side of (5.9a) indicate
the contribution of the respective terms in (5.2).
Equations (5.9a) and (5.9b) are in agreement with the bilinear part of the effective
action of a Weyl fermion coupled to Yang-Mills fields in a D i m e n s i o n a l Euclidean space.
Namely if we start from
e" r ( A )

=

((<$ diff) e~s

S =
and calculate T(A) to second order in A we obtain T(A) = —in ^A/+\l^, with (A +
\A—) given by (5.9). This exercise indicates that as |Aj —• oo, the unphysical states
not only decouple in the free theory as shown in [5] but they also do so in the quantum
loops-of the interacting theory, leaving behind only the contribution of massless physical
chiral fermions. Together with the anomaly calculations this gives further support to the
identification (1.6).
Another indication of the validity of the overlap approach is contained in a recent note
of Narayanan and Neuberger [12] in which the chiral determinant on a 2-dimensional torus
in the presence of non-trivial background Polyakov loop variables are examined.

6

Gravitational anomalies

In this section we show that the overlap formalism correctly reproduces the gravitational
anomalies. We shall examine only continuous two-dimensional theories but we believe
that the extension of our calculations to higher dimensions should be in principle straightforward, although more cumbersome. Also, being concerned with the continuum theory,
as we are in this section, we shall consider the limit |A| —* oo of the overlap.
The Hamiltonians which, in the limit of |A| —>• oo, produce the appropriate effective
action for the coupling of 2-dimensional chiral fermions to gravity are given by

= J d2x ^{x) a3(aa ea »
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V^ ± |A|) ^(x)

(6.1)

where <r3, aa, a = 1,2 are the Pauli spin matrices and ea ^(x) are the components of a
zwei-bein. The covariant derivative VM is defined by
VMV = (dp - | wM cr3 - i Ap - - dM In ej ${x)

(6.2)

where e = det e^ a(x) and A^ is a £/(l)-MaxwelI field. The spin connection u^ is given
by
£a$
— dae0a

1
utL = --ella

(6.3)

where ea(3 = - £ ^ a = £Q/3 and e12 = 1.
The 2-component spinor field ip(x) can undergo three independent local transformations, namely
i) local frame rotations:

xjj'{x) = e^3<i>{x) tjj(x)

ii) C/(l)-gauge transformations:

^'(^J =

et0(x

(6.4a)

' ^(z)

(6.46)

iii) general coordinate transformations: ip'(x') = { det -x-j^ I

^(x)

(6.4c)

The transformation rule (6.4c) indicates that tp(x) is a scalar density of weight 1/2 under
the diffeomorphism group.
It is known that the effective action of charged chiral fermions in a gravitational
background responds anomalously to all three groups of the above transformations [13].
Our intention in this section is to recover this anomalous behaviour within the overlap
formalism. To this end we shall assume that the external fields are weak and evaluate the
angles <&± introduced in Sec.4 up to first order in the external fields and the parameters
of transformations. Writing

we need to evaluate
R P / A2 I-L.UI& ( T\ Y(T\

<J>, (A h- in 9 f\ —

a+

thd-W A h-\-\

(fi fi"l

J

where
£(z) = - a3 ¥{x) + 0{x) + £X(x) Px{x)
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(6.7a)

where the operators Px(x) are the generators of the diffeomorphisms and are defined by
^(x)

(6.7b)

Px(x) $(x) = \

can be obtained from *+ by changing |A| to - | A | .
Using the same notation as in Sec.3, it is easy to see that
AL

=

6<p(x)

= Re

{

|A|-oo

+

1
Q2

^

(x) ^ iP(x)\k1k2+)(+klk2\V\+)

-

2

(6.8a)

A Maxw,

—

66(x)

= Re
(Al-oo

(6.8b)

T

=

=

Reb

, il>\x) il>(x)-ij,\x) d^ iP(x))

\k1k2+)(+klk2\V\+)-

-(|A| - -|A|)]

n

_

|A|-.oo

where

V = j d2x ^(x) a3 {a a ha »(x) d^ + a'
and h(x) = 8^ ha f(z).
Using the notation developed in previous sections we can easily evaluate the matrix
elements appearing in (6.8). For example

K
^ ( * i -
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(6.8c)

Substituting these matrix elements in (6.8) and letting Q —»• oo after some straightforward
algebra one obtains

AL

AMaxw.

=

WJ

= \&\ J-0p

jr* G(p) i £lu, pv Apip)

(6.10b)

2

Tfl =

MJ

where
d 22fc

fc

A;

/
/•

(i( i2A;
2

and the |A| —»• oo limit of (6.10) is understood. The kernel G(p) is given by a convergent
integral. Therefore in the limit of |A| —>• oo it becomes t?(0) = j4^r. Inserting this in
(6.10b) we obtain
A,

c

ft

(f\ *\r)\

A (T\

P
To evaluate the |A| —• oo limit of G/11/(p), we expand the integrand in powers of y—.. The
leading term will be a p-independent linearly divergent integral which should be handled
by adopting a suitable subtraction scheme. The terms of order — , on the other hand,
by adopting a suitable sub
are finite and are given by

Substituting this in (6.10a) and (6.10c) we obtain

^-^^IVW

(6-14a)

T

{d^^-dMe^
4o7T

d»haX(x)

(6.14b)

These results which were contained in [14] agree with the linearized versions of the corresponding equations of [15].
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7

Outlook

In our opinion one of the more urgent questions to be addressed in the overlap approach
is to extend the calculations of Sec.5 to all orders in A in a properly regularized theory,
i.e. on the lattice. This will increase our confidence in the validity of the approach. Of
course, eventually, the dynamics of the boson fields should also be incorporated.
Ultimately the value of the scheme will depend on its usefulness in non-perturbative
studies of standard model.
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Appendix:

The A—discontinuity

The discontinuity at A = 0 of the functional $(0, A) is computed for the 2-dimensional
case. This concerns the first order term obtained in Sec.4

where F%(p) is given by (4.12). Of special concern is its first derivative evaluated at p = 0,
given by (4.13) and (4.14),

*T(0) = \ e

(f )

2

^^ (TC){(B ± |A|)detC+(CQ ^ B" - Ca * B*) C,}
(A.2)

where (Tc) is defined by the flavour trace,
= tr(Tc T0 Ta) 60 A"

tr(Tc 0 A J

(A-3)

aAl

In the integral B and CM are functions of k and det C is the determinant of dCJdkv.

The

energies are given by
'

(A-4)

where g^ is the lattice metric normalized such that detg = 1. The integral can develop
infra-red singularities for A = 0 at points where LJ± vanishes, i.e. wherever B = CM = 0.
These singularities contribute to the discontinuity, F+ — F_, at A = 0.
The purpose of this appendix is to estimate the contribution of one such singularity.
Suppose that CIL and B have simple zeroes at A; = k,

B{k)

=

B'"{k){k-k)tf

+ ... = ^Pli

+ ...

(A.5)

To estimate the small A behaviour we can use the method of steepest descents. Write
J_
3

u;

=

\

f°° (jn nl/2

rf3/2)7o
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aaa

2

e

p-w

and express (A.2) as a Laplace transform
F£"(0) = * £"" (Tc)jo

da e'aA

K±(ct,A)

(A.6)

where

(A.7)
The small A behaviour of (A.6) is determined by the large a behaviour of (A.7) and
this is dominated by contributions from the neighbourhood of k, i.e. small values of the
momentum p^ defined in (A.5). Change the integration variable from k to p and expand
in powers of p so that, for large a,

(A.8)
The integration can be extended to the entire plane without affecting the asymptotic
development in inverse powers of a. Use the Gaussian formula
n

f (*£] e-owp^+rp* = J _ I det M|"1/2exp f J_^Af-^"l
J \2TTJ

ina

L4a

Here we have

if
where T)11 is small. Since
det M = 1 + b2 and M~J = g^ - (1 + b2)~l
the right-hand side of (A.9) is given by

_1_

,

(1 +

2

2

^ 1/2 ^f«A
6 \ A
^-t/2
exp _ _ j . ^1
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p

J

(A.9)

Hence, (A.8) reduces to

K±{a,A)

~ ±|A|

detC
| det

16?rr(3/2)

exp

'Q - O , <a

V

J l + b2

detC

The neglected terms are unimportant because, in effect, a ~ A~'2 for A —• 0. The second
term in the square brackets vanishes because, on using the definitions (4.5),
(Ca # B'a - Ca '
-6 2 detC

=

Finally, substituting (A. 10) into (A.6) one obtains

The discontinuity at A = 0 therefore receives the contribution

{TC) ±-

detC\

(A.ll)

from every simple zero on the torus. Note that this result does not depend on B>M(&).
The order of the zero in B is not important.
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